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Key Points:7

• Electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves can cause measurable depletion of sub-MeV8

trapped radiation belt electrons.9
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• We present statistical evidence of ultra-relativistic trapped electron flux depletions,12

confirming existing published case study results.13
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Abstract14

For many years, it was believed that resonant interactions between electromagnetic ion15

cyclotron (EMIC) waves and radiation belt electrons were restricted to electron ener-16

gies > 1 − 2 MeV. In recent years, however, a growing body of experimental evidence17

has shown that EMIC waves can cause the scattering loss of electrons down to sub-MeV18

energies. Using measurements of trapped electron flux from the GPS satellite constel-19

lation, we investigate the ability of EMIC waves to cause significant depletions of radi-20

ation belt electron populations between 4 ≤ L∗ ≤ 5. For the first time, we present sta-21

tistical evidence demonstrating global decreases in sub-MeV trapped electron flux in re-22

sponse to EMIC wave activity. Although we find that electron losses extend down to sub-23

MeV energies, we also show strong statistical support for the ability of EMIC waves to24

preferentially cause substantial depletions of ultra-relativistic electrons in the radiation25

belts.26

Plain Language Summary27

Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are a type of extremely low frequency28

electromagnetic wave commonly found within the Earth’s radiation belts. Although it29

has long been known that these waves are capable of driving energetic electrons out of30

the belts and into the Earth’s atmosphere, the energy limits of this interaction are still31

a matter of considerable debate. In this study, we combine many years of data from elec-32

tron detectors carried by multiple GPS satellites to statistically investigate the effects33

of EMIC waves on radiation belt electron populations. We show that these waves are34

capable of causing significant decreases in electron populations at energies much lower35

than has previously been considered possible. This result has important ramifications36

not only for our models of how radiation belt electron populations change over time, but37

also for our understanding of how EMIC waves are linked to chemical changes in the Earth’s38

atmosphere.39

1 Introduction40

In recent years there has been considerable scientific debate surrounding electro-41

magnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves and their ability to interact with radiation belt42

electrons. The fact that this interaction can take place is uncontroversial, but the en-43

ergy range of the interaction has been the cause of significant disagreement. To a cer-44

tain extent, this is the result of uncertainty as to the actual physical interaction(s) be-45

hind this process (e.g. Meredith et al., 2003; Loto’aniu et al., 2006; L. Chen et al., 2011;46

Omura & Zhao, 2013; L. Chen et al., 2016; Denton et al., 2019), however discrepancies47

between individual experimental results have also been cause for some concern (e.g. Us-48

anova et al., 2014; Shprits et al., 2016; Hendry et al., 2017; Capannolo et al., 2019). Ac-49

curate knowledge of the energy limits of EMIC-electron interactions is important not only50

to improve our understanding of radiation belt dynamics, but also to understand the im-51

pact of EMIC-driven electron precipitation (EMIC-EP) on the Earth’s atmosphere. En-52

ergetic electron precipitation (EEP) has been recognised as a significant driver of atmo-53

spheric climate variability (e.g. Matthes et al., 2017), with EMIC acknowledged as a po-54

tentially important source of such EEP (Hendry et al., 2021). However, without proper55

understanding of the loss processes involved in driving this EEP, and the resultant char-56

acterisation of its energy range, it is difficult to properly account for it in models.57

For many years, the generally accepted lower energy limit of EMIC-electron inter-58

actions has been on the order of 1–2 MeV, based on statistical studies such as (Meredith59

et al., 2003). This limit has been supported by in-situ experimental observations of trapped60

electron flux (e.g. Usanova et al., 2014; Shprits et al., 2016), which have suggested that61

EMIC-driven electron flux dropouts are limited to relativistic or ultra-relativistic ener-62

gies. The science on this issue is far from settled, however. Indeed, this relativistic limit63
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is not actually a theoretical limit, but rather a limit based on observations. The equa-64

tions governing this minimum resonance energy (see, for example, Equation 12 from Omura65

and Zhao (2013)) allow for arbitrarily low resonance energies for waves with frequencies66

close to the local ion gyrofrequencies (e.g., Figure 2 from Omura and Zhao (2013)) or67

for waves occurring in particularly dense plasma regions, such as just inside the plasma-68

pause. In addition, recent theoretical results have introduced further mechanisms to lower69

the minimum resonance energy (e.g., Denton et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).70

The experimental evidence for a 1-2 MeV limit is not conclusive either. Since the71

very early days of EMIC research, there have been hints, if not necessarily direct evidence,72

to suggest that EMIC waves are capable of interacting with electrons with sub-MeV en-73

ergies. Both Troitskaya (1961) and Heacock (1967) noted that IPDP (intervals of pul-74

sations diminishing in period) waves, a subset of EMIC waves, coincided with sharp in-75

creases in cosmic noise absorption (CNA) signatures in ground-based riometers, most76

likely indicative of sub-MeV electron precipitation. Gendrin et al. (1967) noted that these77

IPDP waves also tended to coincide with sudden drops in trapped energetic (100s of keV)78

electron flux, based on observations from the Electron 1 and Transit 5E-1 satellites. At79

the time, these signatures were not attributed to wave-driven electron precipitation, and80

these observations were apparently not followed up on in any great detail.81

In the past few decades, a number of experimental observations supporting the idea82

of sub-MeV electron precipitation have emerged. While some of these results are from83

indirect measurements such as balloon-based x-rays (e.g. Blum et al., 2015; Millan et84

al., 2007; Woodger et al., 2015, 2018), many of these include direct measurements of pre-85

cipitating electron flux from satellites such as the Polar-Orbiting Operational Environ-86

mental Satellite (POES) constellation (e.g. M. A. Clilverd et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2015;87

Hendry et al., 2017, 2019), and the Firebird-II cubesat satellites (Capannolo et al., 2019,88

2021). One of the most important of these results was the broad survey of POES pre-89

cipitation bursts by Hendry et al. (2017), which showed that not only was sub-MeV pre-90

cipitation by EMIC waves possible, but it was the dominant form of EMIC-EP seen in91

the POES dataset. This result seems to be in direct contradiction to the aforementioned92

statistical and trapped flux studies suggesting purely relativistic scattering, however as93

noted above this is a result supported by multiple independent studies using different94

instruments.95

A solution to this apparent contradiction was posited by Hendry et al. (2021), who96

showed that it was possible for both EMIC-induced sub-MeV electron precipitation and97

an experimentally determined multi-MeV “limit” to co-exist. By combining electron en-98

ergy spectra derived from observed POES precipitation fluxes with a trapped flux model,99

Hendry et al. argued that strong sub-MeV EEP could occur whilst barely affecting the100

sub-MeV trapped flux populations, whereas the > 1 MeV EEP component of the spec-101

tra could still generate significant relativistic and ultra-relativistic flux dropouts. How-102

ever, no experimental results were provided to support this suggestion in that study.103

In this study we analyse GPS satellite dosimeter measurements of trapped electron104

fluxes in order to look for evidence of sub-MeV EMIC driven dropouts in trapped elec-105

tron flux. We combined the dosimeter measurements with an extensive database of EMIC106

wave occurrence, and undertake a superposed epoch analysis to identify dropout levels107

over a range of electron energies. In the next section, we will briefly outline the instru-108

mentation used in this study. This is followed in Section 3 by a more in-depth discus-109

sion of the apparent contradiction between the theoretical limits of EMIC-electron in-110

teractions and experimental EEP observations. In Section 4, we carry out a broad sta-111

tistical investigation of GPS trapped flux measurements to determine if there is any ev-112

idence of an electron flux dropout at sub-MeV energies. Finally, we discuss these results113

in Section 5.114
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2 Instrumentation115

The main instrument used in this study is the Combined X-ray Dosimeter (CXD)116

instrument carried by most of the satellites in the Global Positioning System (GPS) con-117

stellation. As of writing, there are CXD data publicly available for 21 of the GPS satel-118

lites from 2001/02/18 to 2019/01/05 – in total there are 64,370 instrument days worth119

of data (roughly 176 years). Although in theory these instruments can sample with a vari-120

able sample-rate, in practise this is set to 240 s. The CXD instrument measures electrons121

across 11 energy channels from roughly 120 keV to >6 MeV. These counts are background122

corrected and fluxes are estimated using a forward modelling procedure and have been123

cross-calibrated against Van Allen Probes measurements (Morley et al., 2016). The pub-124

lic data product (S. Morley et al., 2017) provides differential omnidirectional flux val-125

ues at 15 energies from 120 keV up to 10 MeV, which we use in this study. For more in-126

formation, including fit quality checks, see Smirnov et al. (2020) and references therein.127

2.1 Constructing an EMIC event database128

To construct an EMIC event database, we use data from the POES constellation,129

specifically the Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) suite of par-130

ticle detectors. The MEPED instrument, its flaws, and its usefulness in detecting EMIC-131

EP, has been discussed extensively in the literature (Evans & Greer, 2000; Rodger et al.,132

2010; Yando et al., 2011; Carson et al., 2013; Peck et al., 2015; Sandanger et al., 2015;133

Ødegaard et al., 2016; Hendry et al., 2017, 2021).134

A list of EMIC-EP events, used to compare the GPS trapped flux data, was gen-135

erated with the EMIC REP detection algorithm derived by Carson et al. (2013). The136

algorithm and the resulting database of events it creates have been discussed thoroughly137

in the literature, including demonstrating the link between these REP events and EMIC138

wave activity (Hendry et al., 2016), investigating the energy range of the events (Hendry139

et al., 2017), and investigating the potential impact of these events on the radiation belts140

and upper atmosphere (Hendry et al., 2021).141

In each of the above papers, the database of EMIC events included data up until142

the end of 2015. Here, we have rerun the Carson et al. (2013) algorithm to include POES143

MEPED data up until the end of 2019, which includes data from the final satellite in the144

current POES era, METOP-C (also called METOP-03). The inclusion of these data ex-145

tends the REP event database to 5096 events, compared to the 3777 events studied by146

the aforementioned papers. Some of these events fall outside the current publicly avail-147

able GPS CXD dataset, leaving 4687 events (i.e., ∼92% of the original set). It is also148

worth noting that since the decommissioning of the NOAA-16 and NOAA-17 satellites149

in 2014 and 2013 respectively, two “blind-spots” have opened up in the MLT coverage150

of the POES satellites at magnetic noon (12-15 MLT, all L-shells) and magnetic mid-151

night (00–03 MLT, L < 5, within which very few measurements are made. This should152

not affect our results due to the availability of many years of data prior to the loss of these153

satellites.154

3 The EMIC contradiction: efficiency vs. impact155

Perhaps one of the biggest reasons for the apparent energy-limit contradiction be-156

tween the theory and observations of EMIC-EP is the intent behind the investigations157

producing these results. When considering this precipitation from a theoretical point of158

view, typically we are interested in the efficiency of the process, as opposed to the to-159

tal scattered electron population; the same is also true of investigations into trapped flux160

changes. If a wave is capable of scattering only (say) 0.1% of electrons at low energies,161

but can scatter close to 100% of electrons at high energies, then from a theoretical per-162

spective we are likely to be primarily interested in the efficient high energy process, rather163
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than the inefficient low energy process. Similarly, an efficient process is much more likely164

to present a visible change in trapped flux than an inefficient process, particularly for165

case studies.166

In comparison, if we are interested in the impact of EMIC-EP on atmospheric chem-167

istry, then the question of efficiency becomes somewhat secondary to the total magni-168

tude of electrons precipitated. Typically the population of low energy trapped electrons169

is several orders-of-magnitude larger than the high energy population. Even if a wave170

can only scatter (say) 0.1% of electrons at low energies compared to 100% at high en-171

ergies, if the population of low energy electrons is several orders-of-magnitude larger than172

the high energy population then the low energy electrons may be just as important, if173

not more important, than the high energy electrons from an atmospheric perspective.174

Thus, in terms of the impact of these events it may be that the efficiency of the processes175

involved is less important than the size of the reservoir of trapped electrons at various176

energies.177

Recognising this distinction between the efficiency of the EMIC-electron scatter-178

ing process and the impact of the resulting precipitation gives us a surprisingly simple179

solution to our contradiction. The answer comes from the possibility of a small amount180

of inefficient scattering below the minimum resonance energy generating a significant level181

of sub-MeV EEP while only causing small changes to the trapped flux. Given the lim-182

ited nature of current measures of trapped flux, this inefficient loss may be missed in single-183

event case studies such as those carried out by Usanova et al. (2014) and Shprits et al.184

(2016). In theory, however, it should be visible if we consider trapped flux changes from185

a broader, more statistical perspective.186

4 GPS Observed Dropouts187

If our suggestion of inefficient scattering by EMIC waves below the minimum res-188

onance energy is correct, then with the right data analysis we should be able to observe189

changes in trapped electron flux at sub-MeV energies, while also confirming relativistic190

changes. On a case by case basis, the 4-minute resolution of the CXD data can make it191

difficult to distinguish finer details of the trapped flux, and in theory the higher time res-192

olution of the Van Allen Probe or Arase satellite trapped flux measurements would of-193

fer far greater time resolution. However, by their very nature the GPS satellites are global,194

and thus offer very good coverage in MLT; for our purposes this improved coverage is195

more important than fine time-resolution.196

To get an idea of the “typical” response of the trapped flux levels in the radiation197

belts to an EMIC wave event, we consider our events from a statistical perspective, us-198

ing superposed epoch analysis (SEA) to extract the underlying behaviour from the data.199

This approach is widely used and well-documented within the space physics literature200

(e.g., S. K. Morley et al., 2010; Rodger et al., 2019).201

The most important feature of SEA is a well defined epoch. With a poorly defined202

epoch, the data may become “smeared out”, and the result will not represent as accu-203

rately the actual underlying trends in the data. We use the timing of the REP triggers204

from the Carson et al. (2013) algorithm as our epoch definition. We suspect that our epoch205

definition is not perfect for this task, in the sense that it does not necessarily represent206

the true onset of the wave events. If, however, the impact of EMIC-driven scattering on207

the radiation belts is longer-lived than the uncertainty in the REP trigger timing in the208

database, we assume it will not affect the overall picture we get from the SEA.209

For calculating the SEA, we bin the GPS data according to time, L-shell, and MLT.210

We use 15 min bins, which gives us a good number of events per bin, without limiting211

the resolution of the statistical analysis. We investigate the data from 10 days prior to212

the event to 15 days after the event; this provides an indication of the state of the ra-213
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diation belts before the event (i.e., a ”non-disturbed” level of flux), and lets us deter-214

mine the recovery period of the belts following these events.215

We examine four MLT sectors: dawn (00-06 MLT), morning (06-12 MLT), after-216

noon (12-18 MLT), and dusk (18-24 MLT). For high energy electrons with short orbital217

drift-periods, we do not expect to see timing offsets in the dropouts across different MLT218

sectors — in other words, we do not expect to be able to see the dropouts “drift” in MLT219

(cf. the drift of substorm-related dropouts seen by Rodger et al. (2019)). The combina-220

tion of the uncertainty of the event onset time with regards to the epoch time and the221

rapid drift rate of the higher energy electrons means that, at least in theory, there should222

be little difference between the MLT sectors.223

To investigate L-shell characteristics of the dropout events we use L∗ as opposed224

to McIlwain’s L, calculated using the Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2005) (TS05) magnetic225

field model. Due to the large amounts of data that must be processed to produce L∗ for226

the entire GPS dataset, we used the LANLstar neural network method for estimating227

L∗ instead of a full drift-shell calculation (Yu et al., 2012), calculated using SpacePy (Morley228

et al., 2011; Morley et al., 2019). With regards to binning L∗, we are limited somewhat229

by the L-shells sampled by the GPS satellite. Due to the orbits of the satellites, our ob-230

servations are restricted to L∗ > 4. At higher L∗ values fluxes are typically small, and231

the number of observations are fewer. To ensure that our statistics are valid and mean-232

ingful, we restrict ourselves to GPS observations in the range 4 ≤ L∗ ≤ 5, also exclud-233

ing events that occur outside this range — this leaves us with 875 events (∼ 20% of the234

database) to investigate. Over this L-shell range, the GPS satellites are constrained to235

magnetic latitude close to the magnetic equator, and thus the fluxes measured are a fair236

representation of the total flux present in the belts at these L-shells (c.f., Figure 3 of Morley237

et al. (2016)). These events are most common around 18-22 MLT, similar to the full database,238

although due to the L-shell filtering we see a reduction in pre-midnight events, which tend239

towards higher L-shells.240

For our primary statistic, we use a median to estimate the central trend of the trapped241

flux data; the upper- and lower-quartiles of the data are also calculated. Finally, we also242

calculate the 95% confidence interval of the median and quartile timeseries, to determine243

if any effects we see are statistically meaningful. Due to the nature of the flux data we244

cannot assume normality, and thus a typical t-statistic confidence interval would be mis-245

leading. Instead, we calculate the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals of the median and246

quartiles. We calculate these using the MATLAB bootci function, with 1000 bootstrap247

samples per statistic and using the bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap method Efron248

(1987).249

To determine the change from our events compared to non-disturbed conditions,250

we estimate the non-disturbed flux by repeating the above analysis using a set of “ran-251

dom” epochs. We generate these by adding a random offset uniformly distributed in the252

range (-30,30) days to each event epoch — this ensures that the temporal distribution253

of the random epochs matches that of the true epochs.254

Finally, we investigate the geomagnetic conditions at the time of these epochs by255

calculating the SEA of the SYM-H and SME (SuperMAG Auroral Electrojet, Gjerloev256

(2012)) indices — we use SYM-H instead of Dst for the increased time resolution (1 min257

vs 1 hr) and use SME instead of AE due to (at the time of writing) the lack of provi-258

sional AE data for most of 2018.259

4.1 SEA Results260

A selection of the results from our analysis are shown in Figure 1. Figures 1(a) and261

(b) show the variation of the SME and SYM-H indices around the event time, with the262

median shown in black, the interquartile ranges in light-red, and the 95% confidence in-263
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tervals of these in blue and red respectively. An estimated non-disturbed flux, calculated264

using the random epochs, is shown in yellow. Although there is a clear variation in SYM-265

H at the event time (left panel), the median value does not drop below −15 nT, suggest-266

ing a lack of significant geomagnetic storm activity. By contrast, the SME index (left267

panel) shows a sharp spike at the zero-epoch, indicating that our events are strongly as-268

sociated with substorm activity — this is to be expected, with evidence suggesting that269

substorm-driven ion injections are important drivers of EMIC wave activity (Remya et270

al., 2018; H. Chen et al., 2020).271

Figures 1(c-h) shows the SEA of the GPS electron flux for 4 < L∗ < 5, follow-272

ing the same color format as Figure 1(a-b). As expected, we found very little difference273

between the MLT sectors, and here we show only the 18–24 MLT sector.274

At the lowest energies (120 keV, Figure 1(a)), we see a roughly 50% drop in the275

trapped electron fluxes starting on the zero-epoch day, lasting less than a day, and fol-276

lowed by a rapid growth in the trapped fluxes to above pre-event levels. The enhance-277

ment of flux above the non-disturbed levels lasts for approximately 5 days. At 600 keV278

(Figure 1(b)), we see a similar drop in the trapped flux of ∼ 60%, but this time followed279

by a slower recovery to pre-event flux levels over the course of 5-10 days. At 1 MeV (Fig-280

ure 1(c)), we see a similar sharp drop in the trapped flux (∼ 60%), followed by a recov-281

ery over the course of several days. At ultra-relativistic energies (Figure 1(d-f)) we see282

much stronger flux decreases — peaking at 95% loss for 4 MeV fluxes — following the283

same drop-recovery process. At these highest energies the decrease in flux lasts for ∼ 2284

days.285

We suggest the following chain of events is taking place for our epochs:286

1. In the lead up to the zero-epoch, we observe a “calm before the storm” type ef-287

fect (M. Clilverd et al., 1993; Borovsky & Denton, 2009), as seen by the quieten-288

ing of the indices in Figures 1(a) and (b) before the zero-epoch.289

2. An EMIC event is triggered, leading to rapid scattering loss of relativistic and sub-290

relativistic electrons. In the case of ultra-relativistic electrons, this leads to a sig-291

nificant, order of magnitude drop in trapped fluxes, while at lower, sub-relativistic292

electrons the decrease in trapped fluxes is much smaller.293

3. Following the EMIC event, substorm-related acceleration processes (e.g., Mered-294

ith et al., 2002) refill the belts over the course of several days, with the rate of re-295

plenishment being strongly energy dependent — sub-relativistic electrons are rapidly296

accelerated well above pre-storm levels, while ultra-relativistic electrons are only297

slowly replenished.298

4. As the disturbed period abates, the enhanced fluxes slowly return to non-disturbed299

levels 5-10 days after the EMIC event (e.g., Rodger et al., 2016).300

To ensure that the flux variations seen in our analysis were not simply due to sub-301

storm activity, we repeated the analysis above using the onset of a substorm as the defin-302

ing epoch, using the SuperMAG substorm database to generate a list of substorms from303

1998–2019. To reduce overlap between events, we filtered this list down to a list of 6276304

”clustered” (or ”recurrent”) substorms (cf. Cresswell-Moorcock et al. (2013) and Rodger305

et al. (2019)). The results of this analysis are plotted in Figure S1 in the Supplemen-306

tary Material. The variation of the geomagnetic indices is very similar between the two307

event types, with the substorm epochs showing slightly more active geomagnetic con-308

ditions. We also see very similar flux increases for times after the zero epoch, support-309

ing our theory that the flux recovery seen in Figures 1(c-h) is driven by substorm-related310

processes. However, at the zero epoch there are significant differences in the response311

of the trapped flux for each event type — whereas the EMIC epochs show a very strong,312

sudden dropout around the zero-epoch, the substorms show only a very small change in313
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Figure 1. Response of the (a) SYM-H index, (b) SME index, and (c-h) GPS CXD-measured

trapped electron flux to EMIC wave activity. GPS CXD fluxes are shown for energies from 120–

6000 keV for 4 < L∗ < 5 and 18–24 MLT. In each plot the black line indicates the median flux for

the combined event list, with the blue region indicting the 95% bootstrapped confidence interval.

The light red region indicates the interquartile range of the flux, with dark red indicating the

95% confidence interval of this statistic. The yellow line indicates the estimated non-disturbed

flux levels. Due to the large number of events involved, the confidence intervals are almost indis-

tinguishable from the ranges themselves.
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flux. This suggests that the flux change we are seeing is not purely due to substorm-related314

changes in the radiation belts.315

4.1.1 Event MLT examination316

There was little variation in the characteristics of the events in the above analy-317

sis when observed by the satellites in different MLT sectors. This is not altogether sur-318

prising, given the rapid drift periods of the electrons in question combined with the long319

accumulation period of the GPS CXD instruments. If, however, we investigate the events320

and the trapped flux based on the MLT sector of the events, we see rather stark changes,321

suggesting that different scattering conditions could occur when the EMIC events are322

triggered at different MLT.323

In the following analysis, we repeated the above procedure, grouping the data based324

on the MLT of the events, rather than the MLT of the GPS satellites. We consider 8 MLT325

sectors, each 3 hr wide. For each sector, we select all events in the database that occur326

in that sector, and consider the average trapped flux from all of the GPS satellites at327

that time. In other words, we do not bin the GPS data according to satellite MLT but328

rather consider the radiation belts as a whole. This decision was primarily to ensure that329

we had enough data points to extract meaningful statistics. The results are shown in Fig-330

ure 2.331
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Figure 2. Median GPS CXD measured response of trapped electrons to EMIC wave activity,

at energies from 120–6000 keV, binned based on the MLT of the POES precipitation events in

3 hr MLT bins.

For events occurring the morning-to-noon sectors (6–12 MLT, Figures 2(c–e)), we332

see an increase in trapped electron flux starting roughly 5 days before the zero-epoch,333

but see relatively little change in trapped flux at the event time. This may be in part334

due to the small number of events in this region (roughly 11% of the total database), how-335

ever it may also be indicative of a reduction in the scattering efficiency due to an MLT336

dependence of local plasma conditions during the EMIC events (e.g., Summers & Thorne,337

2003; Meredith et al., 2003).338

For events in the dawn and afternoon-to-evening sectors (03–06 MLT, 12–18, Fig-339

ures 2(b, f-g)) we see an initial increase in trapped flux, then a strong decrease in the340
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trapped flux across all energies, followed by a replenishment/acceleration taking place341

over the course of several days.342

For events in the dusk-midnight sector (18–03 MLT, Figures 2(h,a)), we again see343

a build-up of flux before the zero-epoch, followed by a strong, rapid decrease in the trapped344

flux. Unlike events in the other sectors, there is much slower replenishment following the345

zero-epoch, suggesting that fluxes may stay suppressed for long periods after their loss.346

5 Discussion347

From our results, it is clear that significant trapped electron flux dropouts are oc-348

curring across a broad range of energies concurrently with our EMIC trigger events, in-349

cluding sub-MeV energies as low as 120 keV. Although this is much lower than is con-350

sidered possible through traditional resonant scattering, it agrees with previously pub-351

lished results from the Van Allen Probes by Rodger et al. (2015) and Hendry et al. (2019),352

both of whom observed EMIC-related trapped flux dropouts down to energies around353

100–200 keV. Importantly, however, the recovery from these low energy dropouts in the354

GPS data is very rapid, returning to pre-storm levels less than a day after the zero-epoch.355

This potentially explains why these dropouts were not seen in previously published case-356

studies, due to the longer timescales used in such works. In contrast, ultra-relativistic357

decreases due to EMIC waves are observed to last from days to weeks, and exhibit sub-358

stantially larger flux loss — this makes them easier to detect than sub-MeV events. We359

note that the ultra-relativistic flux recovery timescales seen in Figure 1 are strikingly sim-360

ilar to those shown in Figures 3(d-f) of Usanova et al. (2014).361

Although previous work has strongly linked the POES precipitation events used362

in this study with EMIC activity (Hendry et al., 2016), as this analysis has no direct wave363

measurements, we cannot guarantee that the observed electron dropouts are driven solely364

by EMIC-wave activity. However, previous studies have shown that EMIC waves are ca-365

pable of driving EEP at such low energies (e.g., Hendry et al., 2019). Furthermore, in366

several cases where in-situ wave observations of these events was possible, no alterna-367

tive explanation in terms of our wave sources was found (e.g., Rodger et al., 2015; Hendry368

et al., 2017). Thus is seems likely that EMIC waves are at the very least a major driver369

of the flux dropouts we have seen here.370

One of the limitations of our study, or indeed any statistical investigation of EMIC371

waves, is that we cannot be sure of the onset time of the individual EMIC wave events.372

As we have based our zero-epoch on the timing of the precipitation triggers seen by POES,373

our epochs are based on when the POES satellites happen to fly through the event re-374

gion. As has been observed in previous studies , EMIC events may last for many hours(e.g.,375

Engebretson et al., 2015; Blum et al., 2020), and our POES triggers may occur anywhere376

within these events (e.g., Hendry et al., 2016). This likely explains why we typically see377

the flux levels drop just before the zero-epoch.378

Due to orbits of the GPS satellites, in this study we limited our investigations to379

4 ≤ L∗ ≤ 5. Although GPS observations exist at higher L-shells, within these regions380

the magnetic latitude of the satellites tends away from the equator, limiting our ability381

to study the entire trapped flux population of the radiation belts.382

Our results provide experimental evidence to explain the contradicting results sur-383

rounding EMIC REP energies found in the literature. When viewed from the perspec-384

tive of trapped fluxes, the primary long-term losses related to EMIC wave activity are385

relativistic and ultra-relativistic. This is in part due to the efficient resonant scattering386

that occurs at these energies, but also due to the slow replenishment of these electrons.387

In contrast, the relatively inefficient scattering of sub-MeV electrons combined with the388

rapid replenishment of any losses means that, from a radiation belt dynamics point of389

view, these losses are relatively unimportant. However, when viewed from an atmospheric390
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perspective, the inefficient but quantitatively large precipitation of sub-MeV electrons391

by EMIC waves is potentially very important and should not be ignored.392

One of the core assumptions of our overall result is the existence of a process by393

which EMIC waves are able to drive inefficient electron scattering at energies below the394

minimum resonance energy. One such possibility is that we are seeing evidence of non-395

resonant scattering, previously described by L. Chen et al. (2016), in which strong EMIC396

waves with sharp wave-fronts are able cause the scattering loss of electrons at energies397

below the minimum resonance energy. To the authors’ knowledge, there has not been398

any in-depth investigation of this mechanism beyond the original paper, although non-399

resonant scattering was cited by Hendry et al. (2019) as a possible explanation for weak400

sub-resonant electron loss present in their test-particle simulation. Another possibility401

is scattering due to a combination of hydrogen and helium band EMIC waves, as sug-402

gested by Denton et al. (2019). Clearly further research is needed to determine if non-403

resonant scattering can explain the observed sub-resonant losses, or if some other mech-404

anism is required.405

6 Conclusions406

In this study, we examined the impact of EMIC waves on trapped electron pop-407

ulations across a broad range of energies using the GPS CXD instruments. As well as408

providing strong statistical support for EMIC-driven depletion of trapped ultra-relativistic409

electrons, we have also shown that this loss extends down to sub-MeV energies. This is410

a much lower energy for trapped changes than previously observed in the literature, but411

is consistent with the growing body of studies showing sub-MeV EMIC-driven EEP.412
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